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Abstract— The concept of this study was based on concerns about the implementation of the eTMF

system. This case study aimed to identify and gain an in-depth understanding of the gaps in eTMF system

implementation for organizations in Thailand. Interviews followed a semi-structured questionnaire with

fourteen users of the eTMF system, which were conducted to collect users’ opinions concerning eTMF sys-

tem satisfaction, tool (named master list) application, eTMF management processes complexity, and user

knowledge. Besides, the survey was conducted to assess user knowledge on themaster list application and

eTMF management processes. The interview indings revealed that the unsatisied search function of the

eTMF systemwas the highest-ranking gap. The second and third-ranking gapswere the lack of understand-

ing and the complexity of the master list, respectively. Lack of knowledge concerning the master list and

eTMF system functions was ranked as the fourth-ranking gap. Lastly, repeating the processes of eTMF was

the ifth-ranking gap. Also, the results of the user knowledge assessment conirmed the lack of knowledge

in eTMF management processes and the master list. Determining the critical gaps in system implementa-

tionwould be useful for the application of suitable solutions. Future studies will utilize practices, tools, and

guidelines developed for success in system implementation with a knowledge management approach. An

eficient knowledge management program allows the utilization of knowledge, including improving users'

productivity and satisfaction.

© 2017 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many organizations are in the process of deciding

and implementing ECM to administer content in their or-

ganizations. The term ECM refers to systematic informa-

tion collection and the organization used by a designated

audience, both inside and outside the organization. Be-

sides, it includes the technology, tools, andmethods that in-

volve multiple activities such as capturing, managing, stor-

ing, preserving, and delivering content within and across

organizations [1, 2]. Many researchers describe ECM as the

evolution of document management, record management,

worklowmanagement, andweb ContentManagement Sys-

tems (CMS) [3]. ECM supports and enhances many other

business functions within organizations [4]. It aims to re-

duce the costs of creating, managing, and distributing con-

tent, as well as ensures that the content supports organiza-

tional needs. Therefore, businesses should adopt and im-

plement ECM that aligns with their corporate objectives.

ECM includes multiple dimensions such as technology and

the interaction of business with content, people, processes,

and tools [3, 5]. Furthermore, the ECM system life cycle and

strategic managerial aspects are elements of ECM. The ECM

system life cycle consists of adoption, acquisition, evolu-

tion, and evaluation, while strategic managerial aspects in-

clude change management and management commitment

[3]. Challenges in ECM implementation may cause dificul-

ties in business processes and the loss of valuable informa-
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tion and knowledge. Determining the dimensions of EMC is

the key to understanding challenges andmanaging them for

advantages in business [5]. Besides, personal aspects such

as user experience andmotivationmay inluence the proce-

dure of ECM and its effects [6]. Although many challenges

can affect ECM implementation, organizations should apply

techniques and technologies to encourage the implementa-

tion and application of successful ECM [7].

The concept of this study was based on concerns

about the implementation of the existing ECM system,

called electronic eTMF system, in the organization case in

Thailand. The eTMF system is ECM for managing clinical

trial documents. eTMF system users have to ile documents

using clinical trials in the eTMF system correctly as per reg-

ulatory requirements. Document-iling completeness and

accuracy on required processing time is the performance of

the organization case. However, this organization case does

not meet this performance. This study was a case study

that focused on eTMF implementation through ECMdimen-

sions: technology (system), processes, tool, and people as-

pects. This study aimed to identify and understand the gaps

in eTMF system implementation in the organization case.

The research questions that guided the study are as follows:

1)What are the gaps in eTMF system implementation in the

organization case?

2) What is the most critical gap in eTMF system implemen-

tation in the organization case?

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

TMFplays a signiicant role in clinical trials to comply

with applicable international and local regulatory require-

ments. TMF is a compilation of essential documents and

other content that authorizes the evaluation of conducting

clinical trials and the quality of data. Such documents illus-

trate whether or not investigators, sponsors, and monitors

are in compliance with the standards of Good Clinical Prac-

tice (GCP) and regulatory requirements. The International

Conference on Harmonization Good Clinical Practice (ICH-

GCP) Guideline provides master iles consisting of a list of

essential documents obtained during the conduction of the

trial required for TMF iling and their purpose in the trial

[8].

Organizations, where clinical trials are conducted,

actively use TMF to collect and maintain various essential

documents and contents obtained before the start of clini-

cal trials, during the conduction of clinical trials, and in

the post-trial period. TMF should be ready and available

for regulatory agency inspection [9]. Traditionally, TMF

involves paper-based documents iled in physical ile cabi-

nets. The complexity of managing clinical trial documents,

tasks, and processes using paper-based content can intro-

duce errors and create a high degree of variability and in-

consistency. Organizations face challenges in managing

TMF, such as dificulty in compliance with regulatory re-

quirements, the high cost of TMF management, the time

required for document management, ineficient processes

to contribute, and insuficient resources. Therefore, many

organizations involving clinical trials implement use of elec-

tronic eTMF. eTMF covers automated processes and work-

low to collect, classify, index, archive, and report on docu-

ments and content. Examples of eTMF implementation are

the enhancement of document quality, growth in regulation,

and reduction of auditing and reporting costs. It is crucial

to empower organizations for business productivity, cost

savings, and shorten product development timelines [10].

Implementing eTMF introduces challenges regard-

ing corresponding processes, security issues, TMF accessi-

bility and authenticity, user-unfriendliness, and ile format-

ting, including TMF completeness and accuracy. The Euro-

pean Medicine Agency’s (EMA) relection paper on eTMF

reported on eTMF users’ inability to locate requested docu-

ments. Such problems indicate inappropriate eTMF struc-

ture, insuficient training, and the lack of system usability.

The relection paper also suggested that the functionality

of eTMF should offer functions to upload iles, role-based

permissions, audit trailing, and lock documents, covering

additional storemetadata. Besides, using such systems also

requires similar procedures for validation, training, man-

agement, and change of control [11]. Furthermore, the use

of eTMF presents additional problems during inspection

and audit. For example, the inspector and auditor reported

the failure of effective Quality Control on documents in the

eTMF system, which found discrepancies such as missing

pages, incorrect documents, and poor-quality scans. Some-

times, there was false labeling of iles in the eTMF system

[10]. The results of developing a risk-based approach for

quality assessments of eTMF demonstrated missing docu-

ments in the eTMF system and deiciencies in quality con-

trol checks [12].

III. METHODOLOGY

This study identiied gaps in eTMF system imple-

mentation. A review of available literature identiied the
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gaps and challenges. Investigation of existing ECM sys-

tems inmultiple industrieswas performed. Interviewswith

users of the eTMF system were also conducted to collect

users’ opinions on eTMF system satisfaction, tool (named

master list) application, eTMFmanagement processes com-

plexity, and user knowledge. Besides, a questionnaire sur-

vey was conducted to assess user knowledge on master list

application and eTMF management processes.

A. Interview – Gap Identiication in eTMF System Imple-

mentation

A semi-structured questionnaire was developed

based on the literature review. The organization case re-

port was used in interviews. The questionnaire consists of

four major parts:

1) eTMF system satisfaction.

2) Master list application.

3) eTMF management processes complexity.

4) User knowledge.

A test of the survey was conducted on ive users to

improve the clarity and order of questions. All ive users

involved in the pre-test understood the questions and had

no negative comments concerning the questionnaire. The

inal questionnaire is detailed in Appendix A.

In this stage of the research, interviews with four-

teen interviewees from the organization case in Thailand

were conducted in June 2017. The intervieweeswere eTMF

system users with at least one month’s experience in the

eTMF system, master list application, and eTMF manage-

ment processes. All fourteen interviews were arranged

with verbal consent obtained from all users. The topics of

discussion were delivered to users before conducting inter-

views. Details and descriptions of users' opinions on the

four parts were collected. Notes were taken during con-

versations. Users were requested to rate system satisfac-

tion, master list application, eTMF management processes

complexity, and user knowledge on a 5-point scale (1 = ex-

tremely bad, 2 = slightly bad, 3 = neither, 4 = slightly good,

and 5 = extremely good). Also, they were asked to explain

gaps and provide suggestions for bridging the existing gaps

in each part. The length of interviews was approximately

30minutes. Triangulation techniques were used to conirm

internal validity by combining the observational ieldwork

and interview data. Respondent validation conirmed the

interpretation of indings by cross-checking the interim re-

sults of the study with the interviews [13]. All fourteen

users were cross-checked during the period of data collec-

tion to provide feedback on accuracy and interpretation.

Also, a inal talk was performed after the interpretation of

all the data indings so that users could obtain feedback on

interpreted results. The details of responses were iltered

to exclude any irrelevant results.

B. Questionnaire Survey - User Knowledge Assessment

The questionnaire survey aimed to assess user

knowledge on master list application and eTMF manage-

ment processes. The evaluation consists of two sections;

the irst section investigated knowledge on eTMF manage-

ment processes, and the second part evaluated knowledge

on master list application. A preliminary assessment was

conducted on ive users to improve the clarity and order of

questions. All ive users involved in the pre-test understood

the questions andhadno comments tomake concerning the

questionnaire. The inal questionnaire survey is detailed in

Appendix B. A total of fourteen users inished the inter-

views and completed the assessment via the online survey

between June and July 2017. The results from the evalua-

tion are important to point out users' knowledge of master

list and eTMF management processes, including training

needs.

IV. RESULTS

A. Interview Findings: System User Demographic Infor-

mation

Responses from a total of fourteen users were col-

lected. Table 1 shows the system user demographic infor-

mation. Seven users used the system less than three days

per week, while the other seven users used the system 3-5

days perweek. Therewere three types of system users con-

sisting of document indexer, document approver, and both

document indexer andapprover. Themajority of userswere

both document indexer and approver (Six users), followed

by document indexer (Four users), and document approver

(Four users). Most users (Nine users) typically used the

master list as guidance for the indexing and approving of

documents. Two users always used the master list to en-

sure that they correctly indexed and approved documents.

Three users never used themaster list; two users were new

users, while a third user did not understand how to use the

master list.
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TABLE 1

SYSTEM USER DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

System User Demographic Information Total

System use frequency <3 days per week 7

3-5 days per week 7

>5 days per week 0

System user type Document Indexer 4

Document Approver 4

Both document indexer and approver 6

Master list use frequency Always 2

Sometimes 9

Never 3

B. Interview Findings: Gap Identiication in eTMF System

Implementation

Interview indings were analyzed using two meth-

ods. The irst method was quantitative analysis for rating

the score of gaps in four major parts in eTMF system im-

plementation. The second method was qualitative content

analysis that interpreted details and descriptions of gap

identiication for each part.

Figure 1 shows the rating score with a 5-point scale

of four sections in eTMF implementation:

1) eTMF system satisfaction

2) Master list application

3) eTMF management processes complexity.

4) User knowledge.

The average rating score for each partwas calculated

from all users. The score ranged from 1 to 5 (1 = extremely

bad, 2 = slightly bad, 3 = neither, 4 = slightly good, and 5 =

extremely good). The lower bars represent the rating score

of users' opinions, while the top bars refer to the score of

the gap.

Each gap shows adifferent score for the highest score

(5 points) and rating score of users' opinions. A high score

of gap represents the top ranking.

Fig. 1 . Score of gap in eTMF system implementation

The results from Figure 1 show that a rating of a gap in

master list application (1.82) was the highest score. The

score of the gap in user knowledge (1.39) was ranked as the

second highest score, followed by the gap in eTMF system

satisfaction (1.21) and eTMF management processes com-

plexity (1.00). Details and descriptions of each gap in eTMF

system implementation are described below.

Master list application (Score of gap: 1.82)

The master list is the material that guides a user in

classifying the documents used in a clinical trial. This ma-

terial is an Excel ile that contains lists and speciications

of all essential and non-essential documents. For example,

details include the role and responsibility of the user, type,

subtype, classiication of each document, and documents

required wet ink, etc. The primary reason for failure to uti-

lize the master list was the lack of clear understanding of

the details of the master list that linked to compliance with

document iling. Users did not understand the purpose of

the document reported by eight users. The lack of clear

understanding also led to different users having different

interpretations of the purpose of the document. A different

interpretation might cause a discrepancy in document il-

ing.

Other reasons for failure to utilize the master list

were complexity details and feature of the Excel ile re-

ported by seven and ive users, respectively. Users pointed

out that the current elements of the master list were chal-

lenging and required simpliication. The complicated mas-

ter list caused users to not naturally understand the impor-

tance of this information in the master list. Also, they did

not know how to apply the master list. Therefore, users

needed time for master list application. Because of these

gaps, users recommended that the master list should also
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provide the purpose of the document together with an ex-

ample. Also, a few users advised simpliication of the mas-

ter list to bemore user-friendly. Lastly, training was needed

on how to utilize the master list eficiently.

User knowledge (Score of gap: 1.39)

Lack of knowledge on the master list and eTMF sys-

tem functions among users attributed to a lack of speciic

training on the master list and eTMF system. Six users re-

ported that they had a lack of knowledge on the master list

application. For example, six users stated that they could

not classify some documents. Among these users, two indi-

cated that they could not utilize information in the master

list eficiently. Other gaps dealt with the knowledge and

skills of users to use system functions effectively, such as

the search function.

Five and three users recommended refresher train-

ing and focus group discussion, respectively, for improving

their knowledge and understanding. Furthermore, users

needed brief instructions to support system function uti-

lization. On the other hand, many users (Eight users) had a

positive attitude towards the system, including associated

tools and eTMFmanagement processes. The users’ positive

attitudes indicated an opportunity for improvement.

System satisfaction (Score of gap: 1.21)

A majority of users (ten users) reported that the

search function of the eTMF system was not satisfactory.

These users took a long time to search documents, although

they used search keywords. When they used the search

function, the system showed results with plenty of docu-

ments related to the keywords searched. However, a fea-

ture of the systemwas not exploited; it presented results of

documents with the same title. Therefore, users could not

identify what documents were needed. Consequently, they

had to access each document to view content for proper

identiication.

Four users reported the eTMF System sometimes

was slow, which caused frustration among users. Besides,

the system account usually worked very well and reliably,

but it sometimes had poor performance, as reported by

three users. These users mentioned that the server and

internet speedmight be partly to blame for the slow perfor-

mance. However, the main operative system was working

well. Three users stated that the document uploading func-

tion did not work all the time or appropriately. Sometimes,

documents did not come through. Based on gaps in sys-

tem satisfaction, additional training is needed to exploit the

eTMF system fully.

eTMF management processes complexity (Score of gap:

1.00)

All fourteen users had a positive attitude towards eTMF

management processes. Although attitudes were positive,

ive users needed better methods. Among these ive users,

there was agreement that the processes were not compli-

cated, although they reported that some processes were

repeated and could be simpliied. For example, an owner of

the document classiied the document and sent such docu-

ment to a document indexer for uploading into the system.

After that, the system sent an assignment back to the owner

for approval. The document owner could not fully complete

assigned tasks in one process. Furthermore, a few pro-

cesses required lots of manual work and preparation, as re-

ported by three users. Such processes involved thematerial

named transmittal form completed by the document owner,

which could make an error of discrepancy information and

delay process transfer. Table 2 shows users' ranking of the

ive most prevalent gaps in eTMF system implementation.

The results present unsatisied search function of the eTMF

system, which was the highest ranking gap.

TABLE 2

USERS' RANKING OF GAPS IN ETMF SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Part of eTMF Implementation Gap Description Rank

eTMF system satisfaction Unsatisied search function of the eTMF system 1

Master list application Lack of clear understanding of details in the master list 2

Master list application Complexity of details and features of the master list 3

User knowledge Lack of knowledge on the master list and eTMF system functions 4

eTMF management processes complexity Repeated eTMF management processes 5
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The second and third ranking gaps were master list ap-

plication; lack of clear understanding of details in the mas-

ter list and complexity details, and feature of the master

list. Lack of knowledge on the master list and eTMF system

functions was ranked as the fourth ranking gap. Lastly, re-

peated processes of eTMF were the ifth ranking gap.

User knowledge assessment

A total of fourteen users completed user knowledge

assessment on eTMF management processes and the mas-

ter list. Only one user (7.14%) could deine eTMF manage-

ment processes, while six users (42.86%) knew the pro-

cessing time for eTMF management processes (Table 3).

TABLE 3

USER KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT ON ETMF MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

Part of eTMF Implementation Knowledge Assessment Total %

eTMF management processes Deining eTMF management processes 1 7.14

Deining processing time 6 42.86

TABLE 4

USER KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT ON ETMF MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

Part of eTMF Implementation Knowledge Assessment Total %

Master List Master list function

1-3 Functions 12 85.71

4-6 Functions 2 14.29

7-9 Functions 0 0.00

Deining "Attribute" of document in the master list 10 71.43

Deining "Wet ink/ original ile requirement" in the master list 10 71.43

Deining deinition/ purpose of document

1-8 Document/s 6 42.86

9-16 Documents 5 35.71

17-24 Documents 3 21.43

The results from Table 4 show user knowledge assess-

ment on the master list. The master list consists of nine

functions. No users (14 users, 100%) knew how to use

all nine master list functions. Almost all users (12 users,

85.71%) knew how to use 1-3 functions. Only a few users

(2 users, 14.29%) knew how to use 4-6 functions out of the

nine master list functions. There was no user who knew

how to use 7-9 master list functions.

Ten users (71.43%) failed to deine the attributes of

each document andwet ink/ original ile requirement in the

master list.

No users (14 users, 100%) could deine the dei-

nition/purpose of all twenty-four documents. Six users

(42.86%) could deine the deinition/purpose of 1-8 doc-

uments. Five users (35.71%) could deine the deini-

tion/purpose of 9-16 documents. Three users (21.43%)

could deine the deinition/purpose of 17-24 documents

out of 24 documents.

V. DISCUSSION

Concerning ECM literature, [3] proposed a concep-

tual ECM framework consisting of four ECM dimensions,

ECM system lifecycle, and strategic managerial aspects

based on ECM literature [3]. This study focused on ECM

dimensions as technology (system), processes, tool, and

people aspects. Grund and Mielebacher [11] presented an

example of the eTMFmanagement processes involving core

eTMF system requirements [11]. The interview indings of

this study illustrated gaps in eTMF system implementation.

Also, the results of user knowledge assessment conirmed

the lack of knowledge in eTMF management processes and

the master list. Knowledge involves all of the processes of

eTMF management, associated tools, and eTMF system. If

users have a lack of clear understanding of the purpose of

each essential document used in the clinical trial, eTMF
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management process low, associated tool application, and

functional system, the lack of knowledge leads organiza-

tional performance. Therefore, concentrating on critical

knowledge is crucial for identifying the knowledge areas

that need the most attention or improvement. Figure 2

shows identiied critical knowledge of eTMF system man-

agement processes, associated tools, and eTMF system

based on the organization case indings.

Fig. 2 . Identiied critical knowledge

Firstly, the interview indings and knowledge assess-

ment of essential documents demonstrated that users did

not understand all of the purposes and deinitions of essen-

tial documents. This challenge may be one of the causes of

missing eTMF, including a lack of eTMF completeness and

accuracy. Knowledge of essential document identiication

is essential for all processes of eTMF management. Essen-

tial document identiication refers to users understanding

the purpose or deinition of each essential document used

in the clinical trial. Then, they classify such documents with

the correct code. This knowledge improves compliance in

document iling as per regulatory requirements, including

enhancement of eTMF completeness and accuracy.

Secondly, interview indings and knowledge assess-

ment of essential eTMF management processes illustrated

that userswere not entirely knowledgeable in all processes,

and were not aware of the processing time. This lack of un-

derstanding of processes may be a result of unawareness

for users’ responsibility in each process. Besides, not being

aware of the processing time may lead to non-compliance

of document iling; users ile documents in the eTMF over-

due timeline. Users require knowledge of eTMF manage-

ment processes and worklow. Knowledge on processes

worklow refers to users’ certainty and awareness of all

processes, including the responsibilities for each process

and processing time. This knowledge encourages users to

know what tasks they have to complete for each process.

Also, it improves compliance for document iling in a timely

manner. [14, 15]

Thirdly, interview indings and knowledge assess-

ment on the associated tool named the master list showed

that some users had never applied this tool for document

classiication and iling. Moreover, most users used this tool

but did not understand how to use the tool eficiently. The

master list is a guidance tool for identifying essential docu-

ments used in the clinical trials and providing purposes or

deinitions including required information of documents.

Besides, the master list provides instructions for entering

necessary information in the documents in the eTMF sys-

tem. Knowledge on tool application is one of the critical

factors. This knowledge deines users’ understanding of

the purpose of the tool, including how to eficiently and

correctly apply guidance in the tool for document iling in

the eTMF system. The eficiency of the tool application is

a result of eTMF completeness and accuracy with data in-

tegrity.

Lastly, the interview indings demonstrated that

users did not know how to use various functions of the

eTMF system. Consequently, they took time to search for

documents in the system. Even if the feature of the system

is one of the factors of user-unfriendliness, knowledge on

functional system supports users to work through the sys-

tem easier. This knowledge deines users’ knowledge of the

purpose of system functions, and understand how to apply
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such functions. The advantage of this knowledge is the

capability of users to work with a vast array of documents

via the system eficiently.

Research on the challenges and solutions of eTMF

system implementation is needed. Further, determining

the critical factors for system implementation would be

most useful. User knowledge was the key element to deal

with system implementation for this study. Therefore,

knowledge management programs for the development of

knowledge are crucial for resolving this challenge. How-

ever, user knowledge alone is not suficient for the success

of system implementation. Appropriate strategy, associ-

ated tools, and standard practices, including pre- and post-

implementation training programs, are crucial for improv-

ing implementation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper described gaps in the ECM system called

eTMF system of the organization case. The results based on

interviews and user knowledge assessment highlighted the

substantial gap in peoplewith personal knowledge. System,

processes, and tools are other gaps that involve system im-

plementation. Firstly, the organization case highlighted the

lack of knowledge in system, processes, and tools. There-

fore, users require training programs after application and

focus group discussion for better experience in the func-

tional system, processes, and associated tools. Group dis-

cussion minimizes issues of different people having differ-

ent interpretations and standardized practices. The orga-

nization has to consider the best training strategies and

programs for system users’ eficiency.

Secondly, the complexity of the system, processes,

and tools is a gap in system implementation. Motivating

users to deal with an unfriendly system, complex processes,

and complicated tools is challenging andmay lead to change

resistance. The organization has to develop potential tools,

practices, and guidelines to support system implementa-

tion.

Determining the critical gaps in system implementa-

tion is useful so that the organization understands the chal-

lenges and needs of users. Proper solutions are required

based on such problems and requirements. This study sup-

ported the organization case to identify gaps and consider

suitable solutions for system implementation. Future study

following the gaps identiication phase in the eTMF system

in the organization case should develop proper practices,

tools, and guidelines for success in system implementation

using a knowledge management approach. Furthermore,

an eficient knowledge management program allows the

organization to manage and appropriately utilize differ-

ent types of knowledge, improve productivity, and achieve

satisfaction among employees by promoting continuous

learning and development within the organization.
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